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Supplementary Note 1 | Comparison between different biomolecular imaging methods 

Conventionally, there are several non-invasive methods for detecting biomolecules with high 

penetration depth (>10 cm) such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)1,2 and positron emission 

tomography (PET)3,4. MRI leverages the different magnetic properties of various biomolecules to 

generate images. More specifically, those biomolecules possess multiple relaxation times after 

receiving radiofrequency pulses. PET is based on the detection of two annihilation photons, which 

are generated by collisions of the injected radioactive tracers and electrons within the tissue. The 

tracers will only couple with the target molecules so that high contrast will be achieved. However, 

the existence of radioactive tracers prevents this technique from long-term use. For these two 

methods, the associated equipment is too cumbersome and expensive, thus impossible for wearable 

long-term health monitoring. 

 

Several optical methods are used for biomolecular imaging. The principle of fluorescence imaging 

is that materials will emit fluorescent light at a specific wavelength after absorbing high energy 

photons. Different molecules possessing various molecular energy structures result in various 

fluorescence. Although the spatial resolution is high (~4 μm), this technique is highly limited by 

its shallow penetration depth (~3 mm)5. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) typically uses near-

infrared light for imaging. The backscattered light is measured with an interferometric setup to 

reconstruct the depth profile of the tissue6. But the penetration depth is still limited (~2 mm)7. 

 

Photoacoustic imaging involves shining a laser beam onto tissues. After that, the light energy is 

absorbed by the biomolecules and converted to mechanical vibration energy, i.e., photoacoustic 

waves. Photoacoustic imaging entails several advantages8 compared to the aforementioned optical 
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imaging: (1) by illuminating various molecules at different wavelengths, photoacoustic 

tomography exhibits high contrasts regarding chemical compositions; (2) the spatial information 

of biomolecules is encoded in the ultrasound waves, which has relatively weak attenuation in 

biological tissues. Therefore, photoacoustic imaging can achieve high spatial resolution (tens of 

micrometers) mapping of biomolecules in deep tissues (several centimeters in depth)9,10. As of 

now, existing photoacoustic imaging devices are bulky and cumbersome, not suitable for wearable 

long-term continuous use. 

 

The emergence of wearable devices such as soft electrochemical electronics11 and soft 

optoelectronics12 makes continuous monitoring possible. Nevertheless, these devices are still 

limited by the shallow detection depth beneath the skin. Additionally, these devices can only 

provide measurements at specific locations, lacking spatial resolutions. 

 

The soft photoacoustic patch in this work inherits the merits of photoacoustic imaging, which is 

biomolecular selectivity and high imaging resolution in deep tissues. Also, the flexible and 

stretchable configuration allows the device to be conformally attached to the skin, which can 

potentially enable convenient and continuous measurements on the go. By innovative designs in 

device layout and advanced data processing methods of the soft photoacoustic patch, we achieved 

a detection depth >2 cm with a lateral resolution of 0.59 mm and an axial resolution of 0.86 mm 

in tissues.  

 

Supplementary Note 2 | Comparison between different photoacoustic imaging systems 
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For a photoacoustic imaging system, the key sensing components are (1) laser sources for exciting 

the target molecules to generate photoacoustic waves and (2) piezoelectric transducers for 

detecting acoustic waves. Conventionally, the optical sources used in the photoacoustic system 

can be divided into three categories. The first type is the conventional high-power laser system, 

whose peak pulse power is usually on the order of millijoule13,14, with a penetration depth spanning 

from 3 mm to 4 cm 9. These high-power lasers are mostly used to provide strong light intensity to 

excite the target molecules to generate photoacoustic waves. Operating these lasers needs strict 

trainings and to be in laboratories that meet high safety standards. Additionally, these laser systems 

are costly and bulky, which are not suitable for wearable applications. The second type is the hand-

held compact laser with a relatively lower energy than the first type. A typical laser of this kind 

has a size as small as 160 mm  64 mm  40 mm 15. Still, they are too large to be suitable for 

continuous wearing. The third type is light-emitting diodes or laser diodes. Although some 

photoacoustic systems employ light-emitting diodes and laser diodes as the optical source, they 

still rely on bulky rigid ultrasound probes to receive the acoustic waves16,17. Those ultrasound 

probes require manual holding and the subject to be static during testing. Additionally, they use 

edge-emitting semiconductor laser diodes, which are not suitable to be integrated into a conformal 

patch because the edge-emitting semiconductor laser diodes usually have a large size (more than 

several millimeters) in the emission direction17.  

 

The photoacoustic patch in this work integrates both the laser source and the piezoelectric 

transducer into a low form factor conformal patch (20 mm  16 mm  1.2 mm), by encapsulating 

an array of laser diode chips (1.7 mm  2.4 mm  0.4 mm) and transducer elements (0.6 mm  0.8 

mm  1.0 mm) into a flexible and stretchable silicone polymer matrix. The stretchability of the 
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overall patch is enabled by the serpentine shaped metal electrodes that interconnect the laser diode 

chips and the transducer elements. The device is rigid locally at the laser diode chips and the 

transducer elements but is soft globally on the system level. The penetration depth of this soft 

photoacoustic patch in tissues can reach >2 cm. The technology is exceptionally suitable for 

wearable health monitoring without immobilizing the test subjects. 

 

It is worth mentioning that the big difference of optical intensity between high power lasers and 

laser diode chips may have influence on the detection of non-static tissues. Because the high-power 

laser has very strong light intensity, it can generate strong photoacoustic signals with only one 

pulse. Pulsation of the tissues (e.g., major arteries) will not affect the imaging result. However, for 

laser diode chip based photoacoustic systems, the light intensity and therefore photoacoustic 

signals are relatively weak. Averaging several thousands of signals are required to increase the 

signal-to-noise ratio. Acquiring several thousands of signals may take one second or even a longer 

time, during which the photoacoustic signal will move forward and back due to movements of the 

tissue, resulting in unstable phases of the photoacoustic signals, and thus destroying the coherent 

averaging (Fig. S22)18. Therefore, compensation of motion will be required to achieve a good 

averaging result for artery imaging19. 

 

Supplementary Note 3 | Summary of first, second, and third optical windows 

Near-infrared light has high penetration depth in human tissues compared to the visible light 

because of its weak scattering and absorption20. For probing human tissues, three commonly used 

optical windows are in the range of 650 ~ 950 nm, 1000 ~ 1350 nm, and 1600 ~ 1870 nm 21. In the 

first window, hemoglobin still has a higher optical absorption than water and lipid. Therefore, 
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photoacoustic signals of hemoglobin can be generated with low background noise. No extra 

contrast agent is needed to highlight the hemoglobin. In the second window, the penetration depth 

increases. But additional contrast agents are needed to label the hemoglobin molecules because of 

their low absorption coefficients22-24. The third window has even deeper penetration because of 

reduced scattering, but is rarely used due to the dominant water absorption25, suppressing the 

detection of other molecules. 

 

Supplementary Note 4 | Comparison between different temperature measurement methods 

The gold standard for measuring the core temperature is to use a catheter to measure the 

temperature in the pulmonary artery26, which is too invasive for routine measurements. 

Implantable devices with biocompatibility can be directly fixed in the human body, thus providing 

accurate and continuous temperature measurements in deep tissues27,28. However, in a lot of cases, 

the infection risks, application complexity, data communication, and power supplies of the 

implantable devices introduce more challenges than benefits.  

 

There are various strategies for noninvasive temperature measurements of the human body. 

Wearable skin-like soft sensors usually integrate temperature sensitive electronic components, 

such as the thermistor29, the ion conductor30, and the thermocouple31. But they can only measure 

the temperature on the skin surface. Magnetic resonance imaging can quantify the internal 

temperature variance at a depth >10 cm and spatial resolution of 2 mm 32. However, owing to the 

bulky and expensive system, it is not realistic to use MRI in daily activities.  
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Wearable sensors that can measure core temperatures are developed mostly based on the zero-

heat-flux model33 and the dual-heat-flux model34,35. In the zero-heat-flux model, when the skin and 

deep tissue temperatures are considered identical, there will be no heat flow between them. As a 

result, the core temperature is the same as the skin surface temperature36,37. Nevertheless, these 

sensors require external heaters to achieve a thermal equilibrium between the skin surface and the 

core body and thus have a relatively long response time (>180 s)37, especially at a considerable 

depth underneath the skin. To eliminate the use of the heater, sensors based on the dual heat flux 

model are developed38. But this method requires an even longer response time (~447 s)38 and it is 

imprecise since it is only a predicted value.  

 

Compared to the existing methods, the photoacoustic patch has multiple advantages, including 

high penetration depth (>2 cm on tissues), short response time (~1 s), and soft mechanical design 

for continuous wearing. Furthermore, this technology can provide 3D temperature mapping with 

a lateral resolution of 0.59 mm and an axial resolution of 0.86 mm at a depth of 2 cm. 

 

Supplementary Note 5 | Mechanism of temperature sensing by the photoacoustic patch 

Generating the photoacoustic waves is a process of converting optical energy to mechanical 

vibration energy. After the laser illumination, biomolecules (e.g., hemoglobin in this work) will 

absorb the optical energy, undergo thermoelastic expansion, and radiate acoustic waves into the 

surrounding media. For a nanosecond laser source, the generation of photoacoustic waves satisfies 

the stress and thermal confinements39. The photoacoustic signal amplitude can be express as:40 

 

𝑃 = 𝛤µ𝑎𝐹 
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where Γ is the Grüneisen parameter, µa is the absorption coefficient, and F is the laser fluence. 

During the test, the light fluence F is a constant for the same laser source. µa also keeps unchanged 

for the same type of biomolecule. The Grüneisen parameter is what changes the signal amplitude, 

and linear to the temperature in the range of 10 ~ 55 °C 39-41. Therefore, the photoacoustic signal 

and the temperature show a linear relationship in the vicinity of human core temperature (~37 °C). 

The Grüneisen parameter Γ can be expressed as: 

 

𝛤 = 𝛤0 + 𝛼𝑇 

 

where Γ0 is the value at temperature T0, α is a constant decided by the tissue type. The 

photoacoustic signal amplitude can be rewritten as:42  

 

𝑃 = (𝛤0 + 𝛼𝑇)µ𝑎𝐹 = 𝛼µ𝑎𝐹𝑇 + 𝛤0µ𝑎𝐹 

 

The photoacoustic signal can quantify the temperature after calibrating αµaF and Γ0µaF, which can 

be considered as the slope and intercept of a linear function, respectively. 

 

Supplementary Note 6 | Characterization of the skin curvature on the imaging performance 

To examine the influence of irregular human neck curvature on the imaging performance of the 

soft photoacoustic patch, the skin curvature distribution was characterized. We used a 3D scanner 

(HDI Advances, LMI Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) to scan the area above the internal 

jugular vein (Fig. S19a). The 3D skin surface morphology was reconstructed with high spatial 
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resolution in the software, which was then imported into Catia software (Dassault Systèmes, 

France) for curvature extraction. Accurate spatial positions of the skin could be read in the Catia. 

We acquired 26 typical 1D skin curves by placing 26 planes, with a spacing of 1 mm, vertical to 

the skin and extracting the intersection line between the planes and the skin surface (Fig. S19b). 

Then, the skin curvatures were calculated by circle fitting43 (Fig. S19c). All of the extracted 

curvatures are shown in the Fig. S19d. The smallest curvature radius is 6.5 cm, which corresponds 

to the largest deviation from an ultrasound array on a planar surface. The raw irregular skin curves 

were then used to decide the positions of irregularly distributed ultrasound transducer elements.  

 

To quantify the influence of the skin curvature on the imaging performance, the generation process 

of the photoacoustic signals was then simulated in a MATLAB toolbox ― k-Wave44. Seven 

equally distributed point sources were set at the depth of 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, and 20 mm in 

human tissues. The ultrasound array of a 2 MHz center frequency was placed at the depth of 0 mm. 

The spatial mesh in each direction was set to be 0.05 mm, much smaller than the ultrasound 

wavelength of 0.77 mm to ensure high accuracy. The sampling frequency was 62.5 MHz, the same 

as the experimental setup. The simulation area was considered to be homogeneous with a sound 

speed of 1540 m/s. The Coherence Factor weighted Delay And Sum algorithm was applied to 

reconstruct the photoacoustic images, with the ultrasound array set as a planar and a curvilinear 

array. Figure S20a shows the imaging results of the two scenarios side by side. The axial and 

lateral resolutions for the two scenarios are extracted and displayed in Figs. S20b-S20c. The results 

show that the average axial and lateral resolutions are only reduced by 0.06 mm and 0.24 mm, 

respectively, when the transducer array moves from a planar geometry to a curved geometry 

without phase correction. Therefore, the irregular skin curvature had a negligible influence on the 
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imaging performance of the soft photoacoustic patch. The reason for this negligible influence is 

that the working frequency of the photoacoustic patch is ~2 MHz, which is relatively low. The 

skin curvature radius is not small enough to produce an adverse effect for the long acoustic 

wavelength in this study.  
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Supplementary Figures 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 1 | Layout design of the soft photoacoustic patch. The sizes of the laser 

diodes and the transducers, as well as the spacing between them, are labeled. In data processing, 

signals of four adjacent elements in the column are summed, digitally connected in parallel to 

enhance the signal amplitude. Therefore, the 16 rows of transducers form 13 linear arrays during 

the signal processing. In the column direction, we arrange as many VCSELs as possible to improve 

the optical energy intensity. In the row direction, we pack as many piezoelectric transducers as 

possible between VCSELs to improve the image quality.  
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Supplementary Figure 2 | Fabrication processes of integrating the VCSEL bare die on an 

AlN substrate. The anode and cathode of the VCSEL bare die are on the top and bottom surfaces, 

respectively. We fabricate two vertical interconnect accesses in the AlN substrate and bond the 

VCSEL bare die by wire bonding and conductive adhesives. Then both the cathode and anode are 

on the bottom surface, which is readily for bonding with the serpentine Cu electrodes. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Optical photographs of the front and back sides of a VCSEL bare 

die. Key components of the bare die are labeled.  
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Supplementary Figure 4 | Optical photographs of all of the seven layers of Cu electrodes. The 

first six layers form the top electrodes, among which the layer 6 is for the VCSELs, while others 

are for the piezoelectric transducers. The bottom electrode is the common ground for all the 

transducers.  
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Supplementary Figure 5 | Performance comparison between one element and four parallelly 

connected elements. (a) Schematics of the two measurement strategies. (b) The time domain 

photoacoustic signals received by one element and four elements. (c) Comparison of signal 

amplitudes and signal-to-noise ratios between one element and four elements.  
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Supplementary Figure 6 | Workflow of the photoacoustic patch. (a) Signals received by four 

elements in the y direction are summed to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. 13 linear arrays in 

total are formed equivalently. (b) 13 slices of 2D images are reconstructed by the patch. (c) A 3D 

image is formed based on the 13 slices of 2D images. (d) After calibration, 3D temperature 

mapping is achieved, which is the basis for the continuous core temperature monitoring. 
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Supplementary Figure 7 | Characterization of the piezoelectric transducers. (a) The 

impedance and phase angle of a typical piezoelectric transducer element. The resonant and 

antiresonant frequencies have been labeled. (b) Resonant frequency, antiresonant frequency, and 

electromechanical coupling coefficient of all the 240 transducer elements, showing the consistency 

of the fabrication process. 
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Supplementary Figure 8 | Influence of mechanical deformations on the transducer 

impedance. (a) Distribution of representative transducer elements measured under mechanical 

deformations. Changes in resonant frequencies and impedance when (b) bending, (c) stretching 

and, (d) twisting the soft photoacoustic patch. Those deformations have minimal impact on the 

transducer impedance.  
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Supplementary Figure 9 | Influence of the pulse repetition frequency of the VCSELs on the 

overall patch temperature. The temperature increases as the pulse repetition frequency increases. 

Under a given pulse repetition frequency, the patch temperature gradually rises within the first few 

minutes and then stabilizes. 3 kHz is used in this study. 
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Supplementary Figure 10 | Influence of laser pulse width/duration on the photoacoustic 

signal amplitude and signal-to-noise ratio. The photoacoustic signal amplitude and signal-to-

noise ratio increase as the pulse duration when the duration is below 200 ns. When the duration is 

above 200 ns, the laser diode driver (PicoLAS) used in this work cannot support further increased 

the pulse duration due to its limited power.  
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Supplementary Figure 11 | The method of calculating detection sensitivity. Assuming there is 

a point source at the position (x,y), the amplitude of beamformed signals (P) is set as the detection 

sensitivity of this position illustrated in Fig. 2d.  
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Supplementary Figure 12 | Schematic framework of the photoacoustic system. (a) The 

hardware framework of the system. The Verasonics Vantage 256 controls the timing sequence of 

the entire system through a customized MATLAB program. It outputs a trigger signal to the signal 

generator, which then exports a pulsed trigger signal to the laser diode driver. With the driving 

current, the laser diodes will emit laser and excite the hemoglobin molecules to generate 

photoacoustic waves. At the moment of laser emission, the transducers start to measure 

photoacoustic waves and relay the signals to the Verasonics for processing, which is done by 

customized MATLAB and C programs. (b) Timing sequence of the system. The pulse repetition 

frequency of laser emission and signal receiving is 3 kHz. One frame of image is reconstructed 

based on 3000 averaged signals in one second. The frequency of measured photoacoustic signal is 

mainly decided by the laser pulse width and the bandwidth of the piezoelectric transducer.   
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Supplementary Figure 13 | Influence of the average times on the signal-to-noise ratio. (a) 

Photoacoustic signals averaged by 1000, 3000, and 5000 times, respectively. (b) The signal-to-

noise ratio increases as the average times. The increased value is calculated by setting the value 

averaged by 1000 times as the baseline. The frame rate decreases as the average times. 3000 

average times are selected in this work because of the trade-off between the signal-to-noise ratio 

and the frame rate. 
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Supplementary Figure 14 | Comparison between two different image reconstruction 

algorithms, Delay And Sum (DAS) and Coherent Factor weighted Delay And Sum (CFDAS). 

(a) Photoacoustic images are reconstructed based on the DAS and CFDAS, respectively. (b) Axial 

and lateral resolutions versus the depth. The CFDAS offers better axial and lateral resolutions than 

the DAS at all depths and is thus used in this work.  
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Supplementary Figure 15 | Optical photographs of the cyst phantom and different biofluids. 

(a) The cyst phantom is made of porcine tissues and a transparent silicone tube filled with different 

biofluids. (b) Various biofluids that can probably be found in cysts in the human body.  
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Supplementary Figure 16 | The average ultrasound intensities and photoacoustic amplitudes 

inside and outside the cysts. (a) For the ultrasound images, the intensities of the tissue 

backgrounds and cyst inclusions are close to each other for all cysts, as well as their intensity 

contrasts. (b) For the photoacoustic images, the amplitudes of the tissue backgrounds are the same 

for all cysts, but the blood cyst has the highest amplitude and therefore the highest inside to outside 

intensity contrast among all cysts. 
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Supplementary Figure 17 | 3D in-vivo imaging of superficial veins on the forearm. (a) An 

optical photograph of the forearm where the target vein is highlighted. (b) A 3D photoacoustic 

image of the veins. (c) Three typical 2D photoacoustic images as labeled in b. (d) Profiles of the 

veins in these three 2D images, from which the vein diameters can be extracted by the full width 

at half maximum (FWHM) values of the profiles.   
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Supplementary Figure 18 | Venous occlusion tests by the soft photoacoustic patch. (a) An 

optical photograph of the forearm where the occlusion test is carried out. (b) Cross sectional area 

changes of the vein before cuff inflation, during cuff inflation with a pressure of 50 mmHg, and 

cuff deflation. (c) Three typical 2D photoacoustic images labeled in b. The bottom row only shows 

the pixels that have a value >0.5. The pixels with a value >0.5 are counted to calculate the vein 

area. 
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Supplementary Figure 19 | Characterization of skin curvatures by a 3D camera. (a) 

Schematics of scanning the neck with a 3D camera. (b) Extracting curves of the scanned skin 

surface. The 26 intersection lines are labeled in blue. (c) Determining radius of skin curvature by 

circle fitting. (d) Measured curvature radii at 26 positions on the subject. The smallest radius is 

found to be 6.5 cm, which is used in this work to evaluate the influence of the skin curvature on 

the imaging performance of the soft photoacoustic patch.  
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Supplementary Figure 20 | Influence of the skin curvature on the imaging results. (a) Imaging 

results of point sources at different depths when the soft photoacoustic patch is placed on planar 

(left) and curvilinear (right) surfaces. Changes in (b) the axial and (c) the lateral resolutions at 

different depths when the patch is placed on the planar and curvilinear surfaces, respectively.  
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Supplementary Figure 21 | Front view of three ultrasound B-mode images. The 1st, 7th, and 

13th ultrasound B-mode images of the internal jugular vein in Fig. 5b are shown. The distance 

between the first and the 13th cross sections is about 1.3 cm on the neck. Therefore, ultrasound B-

mode images show small differences between them. 
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Supplementary Figure 22 | Comparison of averaged signals between consistent and 

inconsistent phases. A relatively static tissue yields a consistent phase in the photoacoustic signals, 

which can get a high signal-to-noise ratio after signal averaging. A dynamic tissue will generate 

inconsistent phases, resulting in a reduced signal-to-noise ratio after signal averaging. 
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Supplementary Figure 23 | Calibration of photoacoustic amplitudes for in-vivo brain 

temperature measurements. About 99% of the blood in the internal jugular vein comes from the 

brain. Therefore, the temperature of internal jugular vein can be used as a surrogate for the brain 

temperature45. (a) The selected seven stable periods when applying four different stimuli to the 

subject. The points show the photoacoustic amplitudes corresponding to different stable brain 

temperatures as measured by the commercial core-temperature sensor that may have an unknown 

time lag. So unstable periods are excluded for calibration purposes. (b) A linear fitting is applied 

to extract the relationship between the photoacoustic amplitude and the brain temperature 

measured by the commercial core-temperature sensor. 
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Supplementary Figure 24 | The change in the room temperature as measured by a separate 

thermometer simultaneously. The thermometer is placed about one meter away from the subject 

during the test. 
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Supplementary Figure 25 | The brain temperature measured by the commercial core-

temperature sensor after drinking 40 mL 56% liquor. The brain temperature starts to increase 

to its normal state only ~40 minutes after the drinking. The orange region represents the time 

waiting for the commercial core temperature sensor to establish thermal equilibrium. 
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 Wearable 
Long-term 

continuous 
Noninvasive 

Detection 

depth 

Spatial 

resolution 
Citations 

Magnetic 

Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) 

No No Yes >10 cm ~1.5 mm 1 

Positron 

Emission 

Tomography 

(PET) 

No No Yes >10 cm ~3 mm 3 

Fluorescence 

imaging 
No No Yes ~3 mm ~4 μm 5 

Optical 

Coherence 

Tomography 

(OCT) 

No No Yes <2 mm ~1–10 µm 7 

Bulky 

photoacoustic 

imaging system 

No No Yes >4 cm <0.25 mm 9,10 

Electrochemical 

soft electronics 
Yes Yes Yes ~3 mm N/A 11 

Optical 

soft electronics 
Yes Yes Yes <3 mm N/A 12 

Photoacoustic 

patch 
Yes Yes Yes >2 cm ~0.7 mm 

This 

work 

Supplementary Table 1 | Comparison between different methods for biomolecular detection. 

In comparison to existing wearable electronics, the photoacoustic patch in this work realizes non-

invasive 3D mapping of biomolecules in deep tissues for the first time. This technology not only 

achieves imaging resolutions and detection depth comparable with the conventional bulky systems, 

but also has compact size and conformal mechanical properties, which are suitable for long-term 

monitoring. 
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Imaging depth (mm) Laser source Skin conformal Citations 

< 1 Laser No 46-50 

3 Laser No 13 

6 Laser No 51 

15 Laser No 52,53 

17 Laser No 54 

40 Laser No 9 

3 Laser diode No 55 

6 Laser diode No 17 

7 Light emitting diode No 56 

20 Laser diode Yes This work 

Supplementary Table 2 | Comparison between the soft photoacoustic patch in this work and 

other photoacoustic sensors. The photoacoustic patch integrates a large array of high-power laser 

diodes and piezoelectric transducers into a low form-factor patch, eliminating the bulky laser and 

ultrasound probes. The patch can be wearable and suitable for long-term monitoring without 

restricting subject’s behaviors. 
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 Wearable 
Long-term 

continuous 

Response 

time 
Depth 

Spatial 

mapping 
Citations 

Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) 
No No <1 s >10 cm Yes 32 

Resistance temperature 

detectors and 

thermistors 

Yes Yes ~1 s 
Skin 

surface 
Yes 29-31 

Zero Heat flux model Yes Yes ~180 s  ~1 cm No 37 

Dual Heat flux model Yes Yes >447 s 9.2 mm No 38 

Photoacoustic patch Yes Yes ~1 s >2 cm Yes 
This 

work 

Supplementary Table 3 | Comparison of different noninvasive temperature measurement 

techniques. The photoacoustic patch can noninvasively map the core temperature with high 

accuracy and fast response. 
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